




   
 

 

Overview 
At present, in many regions/countries worldwide electricity markets are confronted with major challenges. Among 
others, there is the controversally discussed question on how to maintain long-term resource adequacy in a system 
with high shares of (financially supported) renewable electricity generation putting downward pressure on wholesale 
electricity prices. As an immediate result of the increasingly visible short-term profitability problems of many 
electricity generators a comprehensive resource adequacy discussion has been triggered in recent years. In general, 
there exist many different policy options to maintain resource adequacy (also apart from incentives for generation 
and transmission investments). Some of the options are linked to a particular electricity market design, others are 
independent. The motivation of this paper, therefore, is to conduct a comparative analyses in this context between the 
European and U.S. electricity markets, because these market designs in these two continents are characterised by 
many similarities, on the one hand, but also some fundamental differences, on the other hand. 

Methods 
The comparison of current and future resource adequancy options in the European and U.S. electricity markets 
mainly relies on a qualitative assessment. However, the analysis is not only of comparative, qualitative nature, but 
also underpinned by some empirical and quantitative analyses. In addition, emphasis is put on also addressing the 
significant interdependences between long-term resource adequacy and short-term reliability in electricity markets. 
The analysis in the paper is set up as follows: 
(i) Comparions of the different drivers for the current resource adequacy discussions in Europe and the United States 

(supported by some empirical analyses to strengthen different arguments) 
(ii) Discussion of the different policy options and barriers to mitigate the resource adequacy challenges in Europe 

and the United States. The policy options investigated include measures targeting generation investments such as 
capacity markets, capacity payments, strategic reserves, and scarcity pricing in energy only markets. However, 
the analysis is conducted against the background of different designs for short-term electricity market operations 
(e.g. zonal versus nodal pricing, ancillary services markets), different roles and responsibilities of market 
participants (e.g. TSOs versus ISO in terms of transmission ownership and operation of different market 
segments), different incentive schemes for renewable generation, the level of demand side participation, and 
many others.  

(iii) Qualitative assessment (supported by different metrics) of different policy options in terms of (i) long-term 
adequacy risk, (ii) implementability in existing electricity market structures, (iii) financial risk allocation to 
different market participants, (iv) support of retail competition and/or decentralised energy resources including 
energy storage, (v) impact on short-term electricity system operation and reliability, (vi) support of other policy 
options (e.g. dynamic tariffs, energy efficiency), others. 

Results 
Our first preliminary assessments show that there are many similarities which triggered the resource adequacy 
discussion in the European and U.S. electricity markets. However, there are also significant differences and 
particularities which need to be considered. In the following just some selected examples are listed to briefly indicate 
the multifacetedness of the challenges ahead: 
• Certainly, there is a significant impact of renewable generation on wholesale electricity prices in both markets 

(triggered mainly by e.g. feed-in tariffs in Europe and production tax credits in the US) resulting in significant 
short-term protiability problems and – dependent on the existing power plant portfolio in regional/national 
markets – to long-term adequacy problems. 

• Also both market areas have been confronted with unexpected macro economic events (e.g. the recent recession 
and corresponding reductions in load) leading to similar challenges discussed above. 
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• Whereas the European electricity markets relies on zonal pricing based on national TSOs (with increasing cross-
border cooperations in several electricity market segements), the U.S. market has implemented nodal pricing 
based on an ISO structure. This has led to an even more fragmented and decentralised wholesale electricity 
market structure and thus also to an even more diversified discussion in terms of possible capacity remuneration 
mechanisms in Europe (i.e. including different decentralised policy options in this context). 

• In many European electricity markets, power exchanges were established for trading of short-term (typically day-
ahead) to long-term (multiple years ahead) products. Standard contracts along with large price zones facilitated 
some liquidity in long-term markets, which contribute to lower investment risks. In contrast, the U.S. ISO market 
design with prices in individual may be a challenge from a long-term liquidity perspective. Interestingly, recent 
developments in Europe with more dynamic handling of transmission congestions and pricing zones in short-term 
markets may create similar challenges in Europe. 

• For reason of shortness it is not elaborated on further aspects here in detail (but in the paper and conference 
presentation) as there are e.g. (i) role of historical transmission investments and redundancy on transmission grid 
level facilitating efficient electricity markets (with less congestion), (ii) role of dynamic tariff structures sending 
the correct price signals to customers, (iii) share of distributed PV generation and innovations triggered in a smart 
distribution grid context in general, (iv) others. 

Conclusions 
Certainly, no singular solution can be recommended; rather the pros and cons need to the balanced for different 
possible solutions to overcome the short-term missing money/profitability problem and the long-term (physical) 
adequacy problem in both electricity market designs. Moreover, sometimes the approach that is best in theory may 
not be implementable in practice. The U.S. electricity market design with ISOs controlling planning and operation 
over a large geographical region has certain benefits in terms of centralized coordination and control, but the more 
fragemented European markets may encourage more innovation in terms of distributed solutions. 
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